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sustainability: 
support for a high quality of life for both current 

and future generations

sustain. 1. to hold up: support
  2. to keep up: maintain

            3. to supply with nourishment
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what affects quality of life? what metrics to focus on?

how are those metrics affected by natural processes?
our behavior? 

by technology?

sustainability: 
support for a high quality of life for both current 

and future generations



scenario 1 scenario 2

Limits to Growth: The 30-Year Update, Meadows, Randers, Meadows, 2004

scenario modeling



scenario models

• detailed and ‘realistic’ versus simple and testable

• broad versus narrow

-------------------
• improve assumptions

• appropriate coarse-graining

• careful analysis of data regularities (in absence of mechanistic models)



coarse graining: carbon emissions reduction scenarios

IPCC 2007

ETC=endogenous technological change

450-550 ppm CO2: target range for <2℃ temperature rise



coarse graining: climate models

Allen 2009

emissions concentration temperature change



data analysis

McNerney, Farmer, Trancik, 2009



data analysis

coal fired power plants

McNerney, Farmer, Trancik, 2009

• Or should we look at another functional form?



comparing and evaluating scenarios: 
cost-benefit analysis climate change mitigation

• Cost of impacts

• Mitigation costs

• Risk preferences

• Discounting function

• Quantitative vs qualitative results

ʻI believe that Sternʼs fundamental conclusion is justified: we are 
much better off reducing CO2 emissions substantially than 

risking the consequences of failing to act, even if, unlike Stern, 
one heavily discounts uncertainty and the future.ʼ

Ken Arrow, 2007



controlling scenarios: adaptive policy design

• introduce the ability to improve imperfect policy designs over time

NY Times: July 10, 2009



open questions in sustainability

• scenario modeling: balance realism and ability to verify

• appropriate coarse-graining

• careful analysis of data regularities

• cost-benefit analyses

• adaptive policy design

...


